Sample Introductions:
Option 1: Generic
Author Lynn McWhorter was born to a petite bronze-skinned mother with the grace of a
dancer, and to a father who taught her that money is something you spend and laughter is
something you need. As you’ll soon find out, Lynn embraces the best of both.
Dancing and Lynn McWhorter are a perfect match—not just Almost Perfect, like the title of
her first novel. Lynn McWhorter has the kind of optimistic energy that takes you in its
arms; Almost Perfect continues the dance by guiding readers into a spirited, memorable
adventure of clever conversation, humor and insight.
Always one to listen to her heart, Lynn has in her past pursued acting, poetry and two
Master’s degrees: one in Literature and one in Marriage and Family Therapy. At age 53, two
new doors opened for Lynn when she discovered ballroom dancing and a
book, Conversations with God, that sparked the inspiration behind Almost Perfect.
This treasure of a book centers around a cleverly-written, delightfully-relatable exchange
between two friends who share unconditional love. Below its surface, though, are multiple
dimensions of discovery, love, loss, doubt, hope and spirituality.
Who will love Almost Perfect? Anyone who understands what it means to love and be loved
unconditionally— and who likes to laugh as much as they love.
Please help me welcome Lynn McWhorter.
Option 2: Professional Groups
Author Lynn McWhorter was born to a petite bronze-skinned mother with the grace of a
dancer, and to a father who taught her that money is something you spend and laughter is
something you need. As you’ll soon find out, Lynn embraces the best of both.
Dancing and Lynn McWhorter are a perfect match—not just Almost Perfect, like the title of
her first novel. Lynn McWhorter has the kind of optimistic energy that takes you in its
arms; Almost Perfect continues the dance by guiding readers into a spirited, memorable
adventure of clever conversation, humor and insight.
Always one to listen to her heart, Lynn has in her past pursued acting, poetry and two
Master’s degrees: one in Literature and one in Marriage and Family Therapy. At age 53, two
new doors opened for Lynn when she discovered ballroom dancing and a
book, Conversations with God, that sparked the inspiration behind Almost Perfect.
This treasure of a book centers around a cleverly-written, delightfully-relatable exchange
between two friends who share unconditional love. Below its surface, though, are multiple
dimensions of discovery, connection, love, loss, doubt, hope and spirituality.
Who will love Almost Perfect? Anyone who understands what it means to nurture and grow
meaningful relationships, personal or professional…who understands the power of
trust…who understands what it means to accept, work through challenges and move
forward…and who likes to laugh as much as they love.
Please help me welcome Lynn McWhorter.

